Golf Course Management

The Segway x2 Golf: The Most
Innovative Way to Cruise the Course

Is your course ready to differentiate itself and improve round throughput? The
Segway® x2 Golf is here and ready for deployment on your course. It features the
latest technology to set your course apart from the rest, speed up play, and best
of all – save on costly turf maintenance.

“When averaged across traffic types, turf trafficked with the golf cart
had an average Gmax [hardness] value of 117 & 97 (Fayetteville, AR
& Knoxville, TN), whereas turf treated with the Segway [PT] had an
average value of 91 & 81 (Fayetteville, AR & Knoxville, TN).”
Doug Karcher, Ph.D., University of Arkansas and John Sorochan, Ph.D.,
University of Tennessee, 12.29.2005
Gentle on the turf
Looking to score points with the groundskeeper? An independent research study conducted by the
Universities of Arkansas and Tennessee in 2005 proved that the Segway Personal Transporter (PT)
is much friendlier to turfgrass than golf carts. Even though the study was administered with the original
turf tires, it still blew golf carts off the fairway in terms of how little it impacted the ground below. Now
with new balloon tires for a more comfortable ride, we expect that it’s even gentler on the turf.

To find out more
about the x2 Golf
and to read
case studies
demonstrating
how other courses
are benefiting
from the use of
Segway products,
please visit
www.segway.com/golf
www.segway.com
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Uniquely designed for the avid golfer
The x2 Golf is a specially-configured version of the Segway PT for use on the course. It features smooth balloon turf tires, a golf bag carrier, and a scorecard holder to carry everything needed for a round. Best of all,
it uses the same balancing technology as the standard Segway PT, recently enhanced with new LeanSteer™
capability. It’s easy to learn and fun for golfers to ride. You’ll quickly find that your course becomes recognized
as an innovation leader with the introduction of the x2 Golf.

Bring your clubs with you
The Segway PT saves on the high costs associated with other patrol cars and golf carts while providing
additional capabilities. Cars and SUVs aren’t designed to travel at 5 mph/8 kph continuously, the average
speed of a patrolling vehicle. They quickly require expensive maintenance – and don’t forget all the gas! The
Segway PT runs on clean electricity and is virtually maintenance-free. Just check the tire pressure and go.

Play a full round or two
The x2 Golf runs on two powerful lithium-ion batteries. They pack enough juice to carry a golfer for up to 36
holes of golf* and they’re made from a safe phosphate-based compound that has different properties than the
lithium-ion batteries used in notebook computers and cell phones. With the increased efficiency of a round
played with the x2 Golf, you’ll find your members playing more rounds in less time.
*Range varies depending on payload, terrain, and riding style.

The social game reinvented
Golfers on Segway PTs can ride alongside each other and still carry on a normal conversation. The Segway PT
gives them the freedom to go directly to their lie, assess the shot as they approach, quickly take a shot, and
then rejoin their group to enjoy the social aspects of the game. Players also enjoy being able to quickly and
quietly pull ahead to find a ball or peek around a dogleg while another player sets up to take his or her shot.
The x2 Golf lets golfers enjoy the freedom and flexibility of individual play as well as the camaraderie that is
such an integral part of the game.

x2 Golf
Compared to a golf cart, this is a
transportation hole-in-one: compact,
fun, and easy to maneuver. The
x2 Golf package includes low-pressure
tires that barely disturb the turf,
a scorecard holder, and a bag carrier
that automatically positions your
clubs upright after you step off.
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Golf clubs, bag, balls
and tees not included.
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